
2020 NEC Labelin Re uirements

690.13(B)
6e0.1s(c)

Where all terminals of the dis€onnectin8 means
may be energrzed in the open posrtion. a warning
sign shallbe mounted on or adjacenttothe
disconn€cting means-

694.54 All interactive system(s) points of interconnection
with other sources shall be marked at an acc€ssibte
location at the disconnecting means as a power
source and with the rated a€output currentandthe
nominal operating ac voltage. 705.72

(BX3 )(2)

A permanent warning label shall be applied to the
distribution equipment adjacent to the bactJed
breaker from the inverter,

705.1.2

(B)(3 X 3 )

P€rmanent warning labels shallbe applied to
distribution equipment

690.s6(B)
690.4(D)
705.10

A permanent plaque or directory shall be installed
at each servic€ €quipment location, or at an
approved readily visible location. The plaque or
directory shalldenote the location ofeach power
source dis.onnecting means forthe building or
structure and be grouped with other plaques or
directories for other on-site sources. The plaque or
directory shall be marked with the wordinC
"CAUTION: MULTIPtE SOURCES OF POWER." Any
posted diagrams shall be correctly oriented with
respectto the diagram's location.lhe marking shall
comply with 110.21(B).

.EE

Caution:
MUIT|?LE soUiClS Oa POWER

A
N Buildings with PV systems shall have a permanent

label lo(ated at each se.vice equipment loc.tion
to which the PV systems are conn€cted or at an

approved readily visible location and shall indicate
the location of rapid shutdown initiation devices.
Th€ label shallinclude a simple diagram of a

burrdrnB wrth a roof and shall include the {ollowrng

ThE tit|E "5OLAR PV SYSTEM IS EQUIPPED WITH
RAPID SHUTDOWN" shall utilize capitalized
characters with a minimum height of 3/8 in. in
black on yellow background, and the remaining
characters shall be capitalied with a minimum
height of 3/16 in. in black on white background

690.13(B)
690.15
70s.20

tach PV system disconnecting means shall plainly
indicate whetherin the open (off)or closed (on)
positaon and be permanently marked:

"PV SYSTF[,1 DIS'ONNF'T"

Or equivalent.

EEDIFIT.TIIil=Ia5I

PHOTOVOLTAIC

DC DISCONNECT
PHOTOVOLTAIG

690.53 A permanent reBdily visibl€ label indicating the
highest maximum dc voltage in a PV system,
calculated in accordance with 690.7, shall be
provided by th€ installer at one of the three
locations.

MAXIMUM DC VOLTAGE

OF PV SYSTEM

{2)A rapid shutdown switch shallhave a label
lorated on or no more than 3 ft from the switch
that includes this wording. The label shall be
reflective, with all letters capitalized and having a

minimum height of 3/8 in., in white on red

background
Unless the purpose is evident, the following wiring
methods and enclosures that contain PV system dc
circuit conductors shall be ma*ed:
(1) txposed ra(eways. cabre t.ays, and otherwiring

(2) Covers or enclosures of pullbox€s andjunction

(3) Conduit bodies in which any of the available
conduit openings are unused

PTOTOVOLTAIC POWER SOURCE

6e0.s6 (c)

(11 Buildings with MoreThan One Rapid Shutdown Type. for buildings that have PV systems
with both rapid shutdown types or a PV system with a rapid shutdown type and a PV system
with no rapid shutdown, a detailed plan view diagram ofthe roof shallbe provided showin8
€ach different PV system and a dotted line around areas that remain en€rgized afterthe rapid
shutdown swit€h is operated.

690.31
(D)(2)

NEC Section Location of Label Label Text and ADperance NEC Section Location of Label Label Text and Apperance
PHOTOVOLTAIC AC OISCONNECT
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AWARNING
IIIVERTIR OU'PUT COIINECTION, DO IIOT

RELOCATE THIS OVERCURREIIT DEVICE,

AWARNING

EXCLUDIITG MAIN SUPPTYOVEN'UTiEI{T DEVITT
!HA[T NOI EICFID AMPA' TOF BUSBAN

PV EQUIPPED

WITH RAPID SHUTDOWN

RAPID SHUTDOWN SlVITCH
FOR SOLAR PV SYSTEM


